The goal of present work is the research of susceptibility spectra in the strong counter-propagating polyharmonic light fields with phasing equidistant components. The frequency spectrum of this field is a spectrum of comb -generator of femtosecond laser. Generator radiates a time subsequence (train) of femtosecond pulses with repetition period of Lp . The radiation spectrum consists of narrow equidistant peaks (comb -spectrum). Nowadays comb -spectroscopy is a fast developing area of spectroscopy [1, 2] allowing to detect with high sensitivity atomic and molecular lines in the wide spectral range with resolution limited by Doppler broadening for one -photon transitions. The main advantage of combspectroscopy method is in the possibility to detect simultaneously all spectral lines. The method of twophoton Doppler -free comb -spectroscopy has been developed in [3, 4] .
There is the interaction of counter -propagating waves with medium of moving atoms. Each molecule moving with velocity v "sees" not one field, but two fields, which detuned one from other on the frequency 2kv. The first field with frequency (01 always is in resonance with transition frequency, then on the frequency (021 + 2kv in the frame of moving atom coordinate the second field acts. If both fields are strong the system converts from two-level to multi level one consisting of manifold quasi -energy levels. The two row Fourier expansion method for density matrix elements [5] for the case of moving atoms was applied for solving density matrix equations. Substituting these expressions in our system of equation, and equating coefficients of like powers , we fmd the solution (Fig. 1 ) .
The spectral resolution is determined by the width of homogeneously -broadening lines. The physical nature of narrow peaks is in the existence of multi-photon transitions between manifolds of quasi-energy levels arising for different groups of atoms moving with velocities that satisfy to the resonant conditions 2kv = (n+I)O, where n, I-are integers and 0 -frequency difference between comb teeth.
